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There are many reasons to
choose one of our bedrooms.

To help you choose, please use
our simple style & value guide.

Our bedrooms are simple to buy and easy to fit. Take a closer
look and you’ll find many more reasons to choose a bedroom
from us over any other.

Ava
Representing the best
value for money these
contemporary bedrooms are
constructed using quality
doors and drawers that
are edged using a tough
durable ABS, making them
the perfect choice for those
wanting a durable and stylish
bedroom.

…here are just eight of them.
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Our fitted wardrobe doors
have five hinges where others
only use three or four.

While other manufacturers
drill row upon row of holes
filled with plastic caps, we
only drill holes where they
are needed meaning our
wardrobes are great looking
on the inside as well.

A choice of different plinth
heights dependant on range,
means you can create a
traditional look or something
very contemporary.

We offer internal lights that
are either battery or mains
operated dependent on what
option you prefer to go with.
Our battery operated lights
can be recharged using a
simple USB connection and
last up to six months.

Our furniture is available in
ten widths that extend your
options. That’s far more than
anyone else and means every
inch of space can be used.
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We have 13 cabinet finishes
that match the doors and
drawers. They look as good on
the inside as they do on the
outside, which is a good sign
of a quality manufacturer.

Robe fitting look. Our robe
units have been carefully
designed to offer either a
contemporary style using
either panelling, or infill
panels fitted flush with door
fronts, or a traditional style
using cornice with a set back
ceiling scribing panel.

Elise

Orla

Continuing the
contemporary theme
these bedrooms are a little
different. It’s the same
slab door used in the Ava
collection, but this time it is
entirely wrapped in a hard
wearing foil that creates a
seamless edge to all the
doors and drawers.

Ava Plus
Another contemporary
themed bedroom with its
innovative integral handle
design creates a sleek and
sophisticated statement.

Georgia

Florence
Now we move onto
bedrooms for those seeking
a more traditional look.
Created using elegant
panelled doors based on
the ever popular shaker
design, these are expertly
foil enveloped to create a
soft matt finish in a choice
of colours.

Internal drawers extend as
wide as possible in the unit
and use soft close runners
and real timber drawer boxes
as standard. Why scrimp on
quality inside the wardrobe?

Again, contemporary but
these bedrooms have
a very modern look to
them thanks to the use
of luxurious high gloss
finish that is exceptionally
smooth to the touch. If
you want that expensive
European look without the
expense, then these are the
bedrooms for you.

Sofia

The most traditional of all the
bedrooms is Florence. A more
intricate, delicate look thanks
to the use of routed panels
and exquisite mouldings.
Costing a little more than the
other styles, but if you’re after
a truly traditional look then,
wow… these bedrooms are well
worth that little extra.

Sliding Wardrobes
A classic but contemporary
look thanks to the use
of panelled shaker doors
without feature lines and
plinth. If you’re after a truly
different shaker look, then
this style is for you.

Our contemporary sliding
wardrobes are the ideal
choice for anyone conscious
of both their space and style.
With three door styles to
choose from, there is plenty
of choice to make your
bedroom unique to you.
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More storage than you ever
dreamed possible
The biggest benefit of our fitted wardrobes is the de-cluttering and use of every nook and cranny.
As you browse through this brochure you will discover innovative solutions to all those problems of storing your favourite
clothes and belongings.

Fitted Wardrobes
Our fitted wardrobes are designed to make the most of your storage space. All of our furniture
is designed with innovative storage solutions that make the most of every square inch of space.
Whether your room features tricky alcoves or a sloped ceiling, our furniture will help you to
keep your new bedroom clutter free.

Drawer units can be combined to give maximum storage
space. Shown in Springfield Dark Oak with Brushed Nickel
Cylinder Bar Handle .

Our full width internal drawers are specially designed not
only to soft close on quality runners but to use every inch
of space.

Ava

Ava Plus

Elise

Orla

Georgia

Florence

Robe divider shelf and five drawer insert.

Sofia

Let us personalise the interior of your wardrobe by using full length hanging, double hanging, internal drawers with
shelving all in colour co-ordinated cabinets to match to your chosen door finish.
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Ava

in Natural Walnut

Clean, sleek and smooth,
transforming the most
awkward-shaped space into
a modern bedroom you can
call your own.

Shown with:
Gloss Pearl Basalt floating single bedside drawer
Matching Natural Walnut bed and headboard
Open shelf robe unit
Custom angled robe units
Slim Lead Grey Bar Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with ceiling infill panel
fitted flush with door fronts.

Open shelf robe unit with glass shelves and downlights
make a stunning feature.
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Ava

in Springfield Light Oak

The Springfield Light Oak
finish is bright and clean,
evokes class and even helps
brighten up those awkwardshaped bedrooms

Shown with:
Springfield Light Oak floating bedside drawer
Open shelf robe unit with glass shelves
Custom angled robe units
Brushed Nickel Bow Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with 19mm panel
framing to the top and sides.

Feature contemporary dressing table
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Elise
in Charcoal

Modern and eye-catching.
Transform your teenager’s
space to reflect their
personality and individual style.

Shown with:
Charcoal floating single bedside drawers
Nautic Oak open shelf wall units
Custom angled robe units
Double three drawer unit with 38mm Nautic Oak Worktop
Horizontal Flutes headboard
Silver Knurled Bar Handle

Laundry Unit
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Ava Plus
in Bleached Walnut &
Elise in Dusty Rose

Clean, sleek and smooth
transforming your bedroom
space into a practical and
modern wall of wardrobes.

Shown with:
Dusty Rose floating single bedside drawer
Matching Bleached Walnut headboard
Dusty Rose bed
Double linen robe unit with three drawers
Satin Nickel Tapered Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with ceiling infill panel fitted flush
with door fronts.

Matching ottoman bed in Dusty Rose.
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Ava Plus
in Gloss Cashmere

Fresh, clean and contemporary,
Ava Plus will transform your
bedroom space. Accessorise
with a headboard and a
contemporary dressing table
to make a dramatic statement.

Shown with:
Matching Gloss Cashmere floating single bedside drawer
Sepia Oak bed and headboard
Feature contemporary dressing table with
Sepia Oak worktop
Double linen robe unit with three drawers
Brushed Nickel Cylinder Bar Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with ceiling infill panel fitted flush
with door fronts
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Ava Plus
in Gloss White

The Ava Plus range is the
ultimate in urban chic and
makes any bedroom look
modern and contemporary.
The pure, clean lines allow
you to accessorise your
room to make it as striking
as you see fit.

Shown with:
Gloss White floating single bedside drawer
Sepia Oak bed and headboard
Slim Bright Satin Stainless Steel Bar Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with 38mm panel framing
to the top and sides

A double mirrored wardrobe, gives a practical
and striking look.
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Orla

in Matt Cashmere & Fjord Green

An innovative integral
handle design creates a
sleek and sophisticated
statement. Accessorise
with a contemporary
dressing table to
organise your space.

Shown with:
Feature contemporary dressing table
with Oak Dark Worktop
Upholstered round stool
Fjord Green floating single bedside drawer
Double linen robe unit with three drawers
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with ceiling infill panel fitted
flush with door fronts

Integral handle design detail
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Georgia
in Fjord Green

Bring in a bit of colour to
your bedroom by choosing
our uber contemporary
Fjord Green finish.

Shown with:
Bedside drawer with tea tray
Diagonal corner robe unit
Matching Fjord Green headboard
Brushed Brass Knob
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with 18mm matching panel
and set back ceiling infill panel.

Looking for a more traditional look, why not
choose Matt White
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Georgia
in Matt Mussel

A simple and clean shaker
look with clean lines that
can be tailored to your own
bedroom ideas.

Shown with:
Three drawer storage chest
Bridging units
Mirrored wardrobe
Bedside drawer with tea tray
Upholstered Mars headboard
Brushed Nickel Stepped Bridge Handle
Robe fitting look:
Traditional style with traditional cornice and set back
ceiling infill panel.

Bedside drawer with tea tray.

Create extra storage space with a ‘lift up’
ottoman storage bed.
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Florence
in Matt Ivory

A classic design with
raised and fielded
doors for that touch of
elegance. Choose from
plain, mirrored or glazed
linen doors to personalise
your bedroom.

Shown with:
Two drawer units used as window seats
Double linen glazed robe unit with feature pilasters
Antique Oval Knob
Robe fitting look:
Traditional style with traditional cornice
and set back ceiling infill panel.

Create a traditional dressing table with a kneespace
jewellery drawer along with a traditional stool with a
padded top.
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Sofia
in Dust Grey

A classic but contemporary
look thanks to the use of
panelled shaker doors
without feature lines and
plinth. If you’re after a truly
different shaker look then
this style is for you.

Shown with:
Traditional dressing table with a
kneespace jewellery drawer
Dressing table chair and matching mirror
Polished Chrome/Black Handle
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with matching infill panel
fitted flush with door fronts.

Why not add mirror doors for a contemporary twist.
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Sofia
in Light Grey

A distinctive elegant look
created by panelled doors
with top boxes that provide
useful additional storage.

Shown with:
Double linen robe unit with three drawers
Feature top boxes
Polished round knob
Robe fitting look:
Contemporary style with ceiling infill panel fitted
flush with door fronts.

Vanity unit with internal four drawer insert.
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Select your fitted wardrobe design
Ava

Elise

Ava Plus

Orla

Georgia

Florence

Sofia

Choose your door & worktop finish
Choosing your door style and finish is important. Colour match to your desired bedroom finish or
choose a contrast to suit your personality. You can also choose your worktop from the below finishes
to co-ordinate or contrast with your chosen door finish.

Ava, Elise, Orla, Georgia, Florence & Sofia

2

Matt MFC Slab

Matt Foil Slab

Gloss & Matt
MFC Slab

Matt Foil Slab

Matt Foil Shaker

Matt Foil
Traditional

Matt Foil
Panelled Shaker

PRICE GROUP 1

PRICE GROUP 2

PRICE GROUP 3

PRICE GROUP 3

PRICE GROUP 3

PRICE GROUP 4

PRICE GROUP 4

Choose your cabinet finish

White

Ivory

Mussel

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Nautic Oak *

Oak Light *

Oak Dark *

Springfield Light Oak

Springfield Dark Oak *

Natural Walnut *

Sepia Oak *

*Only available in Ava - Matt MFC Slab

Elise, Orla, Georgia, Florence & Sofia

Choose from a selection of 13 cabinet finishes to co-ordinate with your chosen door finish or alternatively
choose your own look by using a contrasting colour. They look as good on the inside as they do on the outside.

Charcoal

White

Ivory

Mussel

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Nautic Oak

Oak Light

Oak Dark

Springfield Light Oak

Springfield Dark Oak

Natural Walnut

Sepia Oak

Cream

Denim

Dusty Rose

Fjord Green

Gloss White †

Gloss Pearl Ivory †

Gloss Cashmere †

Gloss Light Grey †

Gloss Pearl Basalt †

Gloss Copper †

Matt Mineral Silver

Matt Mineral
Anthracite

Matt Bleached Walnut

Ava Plus

† Gloss finishes are not available as a worktop
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Choose your handle
Ideally suited for the Georgia & Sofia range
Polished Chrome
Knob Small

2004

Brushed Nickel
Oval Knob

Brushed Brass
Knob

2007

Matt Nickel
Tea Tray Knob

Brushed Nickel Stepped
Bridge Handle

2008

2019
To suit pull out tea trays only

1000

Ideally suited for the Florence range
Polished Chrome
Knob Small

Antique Oval
Knob

Crystal
Knob

2004

2008

2009

Matt Nickel
Tea Tray Knob

Satin Brushed Nickel
Knob Small

Brushed Nickel
Oval Knob

2003

Brushed Nickel Slimline
Handle Set

Polished Chrome Slimline
Handle Set

Slim Bright Satin S/Steel Bar
Handle Set

Slim Lead Grey Bar
Handle Set

1001

201

1099

1096

1003

289

1098

1095

1004

353

1097

1094

Brushed Nickel Cylinder Bar
Handle Set

Silver Knurled Bar
Handle Set

Gold Knurled Bar
Handle Set

Black Knurled Bar
Handle Set

1005

1088

1091

1159

1006

1089

1092

1160

1007

1090

1093

1161

Satin Nickel Tapered
Handle Set

Brushed Aluminium
Wrap Over Handle Set

Satin Nickel Bow
Handle Set

Brushed Nickel Bow
Handle Set

2014

304

226

2024

2015

305

225

2025

Graphite Slimline ‘D’
Handle Set

Matt Nickel
Tea Tray Knob

Polished Chrome/Black
Handle

Polished Chrome Glitter ‘D’
Handle

2019
To suit pull out tea trays only

2031

2018

1141

Antique Oval
Knob

2019
To suit pull out tea trays only

Ideally suited for Ava, Elise, & Ava Plus ranges

2007

1155

1156
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By now, you know we can solve all of
your storage problems, but what about
those little features that say so much
about your style.

Sliding Wardrobes
Our contemporary sliding wardrobes are the ideal choice for those that are
conscious of both space and style.
With three door styles to choose from, there is plenty of choice to make your
bedroom unique to you.

Storage solution with single hanging
and internal two drawer unit.

Corner stable robe unit maximises
storage space.

Set the mood by choosing from our
extensive range of lighting solutions.

Contemporary floating bedside drawer
and headboard.

Full height

Three piece

Three piece with letterbox

STYLE A

STYLE B

STYLE C

Robe divider shelf insert.
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Shoe rack insert.
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Full Height
in Oak Dark with feature Gloss White

Clean, sleek and smooth,
transforming the plainest
space into a modern
bedroom you can call
your own.

Shown with:
Three door sliding robe unit in Style A (Full Height)
Four drawer unit
Ottoman bed with floating single bedside drawer
Media furniture
Robe fitting look:
Freestanding contemporary style without
framing or infills.

Ottoman bed with Ava headboard and upholstered pad
with floating single bedside drawer
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Three Piece
in Matt Mineral Anthracite
with Matt Mineral Silver

Create an elegant look
by dividing your sliding
wardrobe doors into three
panels. Combine two
different finishes or simply
matt or gloss to create
endless choices.

Shown with:
Three door sliding robe unit to Style B (Three Piece)
Nautic Oak Internal two drawer unit
Double three drawer unit with with Graphite Slimline ‘D’
Handle and 19mm Mineral Silver Worktop
Robe fitting look:
Freestanding contemporary style with set
back infill panel.
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Three
Piece with
Letterbox
in Gloss White with
Springfield Light Oak

Incorporate sleek
centre letterbox panels
to produce a highly
contemporary bedroom.

Shown with:
Three door sliding robe unit in Style C (Letterbox)
Ottoman bed
Three drawer unit with 19mm
Springfield Light Oak Worktop
Robe fitting look:
Freestanding contemporary style without
framing or infills.

Storage solution with single hanging and
internal two drawer unit
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Full Height
in Mirrored Effect

Creating a contemporary
look and feel by
incorporating full length
mirror effect panels into your
bedroom, which provides a
practical and striking finish.
Choose to have a single
feature mirror effect panel as
part of your design or go for
the full mirrored effect.*

Shown with:
Three door sliding robe unit in Style A (Full Height)
Double three drawer unit with Gloss Light Grey doors &
38mm Dust Grey Worktop
Robe fitting look:
Freestanding contemporary style without
framing or infill.
*only available in Style A (full height) sliding option.

Dust Grey with full length mirror effect panel
Internal two drawer unit
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Select your sliding wardrobe design
Full
Height

Three
Piece

Three piece
Letterbox

Choose your door and cabinet finish
PRICE GROUP 1

Choosing your door style and finish is important. Colour match to your desired bedroom finish or choose
a contrast to suit your personality.
You can also choose your cabinet and worktop from all of the below finishes to co-ordinate or contrast
with your chosen door finish. They look as good on the inside as they do on the outside.

Style A

Style B

Style C

Full height MFC Door
Vertical grain if woodgrain only

Three piece MFC Door
Horizontal grain if woodgrain only

Three piece Letterbox MFC Door
Horizontal grain if woodgrain only

White

Ivory

Mussel

Cashmere

Light Grey

Dust Grey

Nautic Oak

Oak Light

Oak Dark

Springfield Light Oak

Springfield Dark Oak

Natural Walnut

Sepia Oak

PRICE GROUP 2

Please take a look at these highly contemporary finishes below which
are only available for your sliding wardrobe doors.

Gloss White

Gloss Pearl Ivory

Gloss Cashmere

Gloss Light Grey

PRICE GROUP 3

Gloss Pearl Basalt

Mirror Effect
*Mirror Effect only
available with Style
A (full height) sliding
door. No matching
interior finishes.

Gloss Copper

Matt Mineral Silver

Matt Mineral
Anthracite

Matt Bleached Walnut

Matching gloss cabinets and worktops are not available.
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Headboards & fabrics
We offer three designs of headboards to complete your new bedroom design including a fully
upholstered option in varying design and styles from traditional through to highly contemporary.
Alternatively opt for a solid headboard which can be complemented with a upholstered on pad - perfect
for a practical yet stylish bedroom.

Standard headboards

Upholstered Headboards
Mars

Coral

Height: 665mm

Height: 1160mm

Available in single, double
and king size.

Available in single, double
and king size.
Plain, no buttons

(Available in MFC or Foil Finish)

Suitable for

Suitable for

Elise, Orla, Ava &
Ava Plus

Georgia

Matching Headboard

Matching Headboard

Height: 650/950

Height: 650/950

Available in single, double
and king size.

Available in single, double
and king size.

Horizontal
Flutes

Large Square

Height: 1160mm

Available in single, double
and king size.

Height: 1160mm

Available in single, double
and king size.

Suitable for

Suitable for

Florence

Sofia

Height: 650/950

Height: 650/950

Available in single, double
and king size.

Available in single, double
and king size.

Matching Headboard

Matching Headboard

Fabrics
There’s no better way of personalising your bedroom than by adding accent colours and finishes using
coloured/textured fabrics. Choose from a wide selection of materials which can be used to upholster stool
pads, cube stools and headboards.

Headboards with optional fabric covered headboard pad

Suitable for

Suitable for

Elise, Orla, Ava &
Ava Plus

Georgia

Matching Headboard with
Fabric Pad
Height: 650/950
Available in single, double
and king size.

Matching Headboard with
Fabric Pad

Glitz
r
Oyste

Glitz
Sliver

Glitz
om
Mushro

nce
Opule
er
Heath

nce
Opule
e
Granit

nd
Diamo
er
Heath

nd
Diamo
Cedar

nd
Diamo
e
Granit

Putty

Height: 650/950
Available in single, double
and king size.

Cushions & throws
We also have a selection of cushions and throws in our range which can be personalised choosing the
fabrics above. Adding the personal touch to your bedroom.

Suitable for

Florence

Matching Headboard with
Fabric Pad
Height: 650/950
Available in single, double
and king size.

Glitz Oyster
Throw

Diamond Granite
Throw

Diamond Granite
Cushion

Available to suit single, double and king size. A pack includes one throw and two cushions.
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Dressing tables, stools & mirrors
We offer two style of dressing table to suit a contemporary or a traditional bedroom, two stool designs and
three beautiful mirrors that provide the finishing touch to every dressing table.
For all fabric finishes please see page 49.

Traditional Stool

Chair

For a more traditional stool opt for our
foil finished stool with a fabric seat pad.
Its curved panels create a practical yet
stylish design perfect for Georgia and
Florence bedroom designs.

This fabric chair with Beech Natural
polished legs is available in 9
different colours and textures.

Jewellery Tray
Multi purposes trays in imitation grey leather finish.
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Contemporary
Triple Table Mirror

Traditional
Triple Table Mirror

3 piece adjustable mirror

3 piece adjustable mirror

Single Mirror
Single fixed mirror

Round Stool

Ottoman

This fabric round stool
is available in 9 different
colours and textures,
creating a perfect look to any
contemporary bedroom.

This fabric covered ottoman
bedstead allows extra
storage and is available in 9
different colours and textures.

Contemporary Dressing Table

Traditional Dressing Table

Shown in Orla, Fjord Green with Oak Dark worktop.

Shown in Florence, Matt Ivory
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Bed making made
easy in 3 simple steps
Why not let us solve two problems at once. Our unique ottoman bed not only stores bulky items such as
pillows and duvets out of sight, but it makes bed making one of those chores that you will no longer dread.

1
2
3

Lift up the bed to reveal
full access to all the storage
space below for all of those
bulky bedding items that you
want to hide out of sight.

2

Glide the bed towards you to
lock it into the mid position
which allows 360˚ access at
the most ergonomic height,
ensuring your bed making is
no longer a chore you dread.

3

Glide the bed towards
you for 360˚ access at
the perfect height for
bed making.

Finally push gently and the
bed returns to its closed
position.

1
Lift up for storage and
easy access to all of
your bedding.

Finally push gently and you’re all done… Simple!
Matching bed finish options

If choosing Ava, Elise, Orla, Georgia,
Florence or Sofia

If choosing Ava Plus

Or custom upholster your bed

Match your bed in 9 finishes (see page 33)

Available in 9 finishes (see page 49)

Match your bed in 13 finishes (see page 33)
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Walk in wardrobe
We believe in creative functionality, Transform your
extra room into a beautiful walk in wardrobe!
Our wide range of interior options with unique
features allows you to customise your space for an
individual look –also helping you and your family to
equally allocate storage space.
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Lighting solutions for
your bedroom
Achieving the right lighting in your bedroom is important.
The balance between practicality and creating the mood
that you desire with innovative lighting solutions can be
achieved with careful planning.

3
3

4
5

Low voltage
bedroom lighting

Rechargeable
bedroom lighting
(Switches on and off automatically)

1

Reading Light
Low voltage

•

Flexible head with switch

•

•

Horizontal or vertical
mounting options

Available in 3 lengths which can
be cut down to suit

•

Rechargeable battery

1

6
2

4
Flexible Strip Lighting

Mini Downlight

•

Low voltage

•

Low voltage

•

Flexible strip light kit

•

Remote control

•

Adjustable mood lighting

•

Remote Control

2

3
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•

Hanging Rail
Strip Light

5
Surface/Recess Mount
Diffused Spotlight

Internal Drawer Light
•

Slim style light

•

Flush or surface
mount spotlight

•

Rechargeable battery

•

Removable surface
mount collar

6
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Cabinet benefits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

19mm High Density MFC in 13 finish options

10

Blum drawer box runner with single extension
Blumotion for effortless soft closing. 30kg
Capacity.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

110° clip on Blum hinges with integrated
soft close

8

Fully assembled cabinets exc. robe units
Robe units supplied flat packed for assembly
8mm colour co-ordinated back panels

15

Robust Thermoplast ABS edging
Additional adjustable shelves edged all round
Stainless steel shelf support pegs
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Handed cabinet units to reduce
unsightly drillings
Wooden glue and dowel 15mm Birch ply four
sided drawer box in a warm beech finish with a
6mm solid matching base complete with cam
and dowel front fixing.
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Integrated door buffers on all fronts
Adjustable legs on all floor standing units
2060mm Robe unit offered for lower
ceiling heights
Extensive choice of internal accessory fittings
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Extensive choice of handle styles
(supplied loose)
Worktop choice of three thicknesses
19mm – 13 finishes
38mm – 13 finishes
22mm – 12 finishes
We reserve the right to change products at any time.
Please note: Due to photographic and printing processes, the colours shown here may not be a true representation of the
product. Please see samples for the actual colours.
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